
 Images of puffs of smoke

 A whiteboard and markers

 Charcoal

 1 x A3 sheet of blue paper

 1 x A3 sheet of green paper

 Blue paint

 A medium-thick paintbrush

10–15 minutes

A PUFF OF SMOKE AND PUDDLES

Note: Do session SG1 before starting this session, if your child doesn’t already know the story of The Three 
Little Pigs well.

A puff of smoke: Talk to your child about the last part of The Three Little Pigs story, where the pigs light a fire in 
the fireplace and smoke comes out of the chimney. Look together at the images provided that show what puffs of 
smoke look like. Show your child with your hand how a puff of smoke swirls upwards and around and around 
before disappearing into the air. 

Show your child one way to draw the smoke, in one continuous curved line that uses all the available space on a 
whiteboard or a large sheet of paper. Comment on your actions as you do this: See how the puff of smoke goes 
round and up, round and up, like this, without stopping, until you can’t see it anymore?

Now ask your child to draw the smoke with some charcoal on coloured paper. Help them by repeating the words 
round and up. While your child is drawing, give them advice on how to use the drawing materials, encouraging 
them to fill the whole sheet.

Your child can draw continuous curved lines in charcoal.
Your child can draw a continuous curved line that uses all the available space.
Your child can explain that they have drawn smoke.
Your child can paint puddles on the grass.

To introduce substitution – the action of representing real objects and events by 
drawing and painting
To develop artistic rhythm
To fill all the available space with continuous curved lines
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Puddles:

If possible, go and look at some puddles on the street or pictures of puddles in a book,                                     
commenting on their shape and form. 

Remind your child of the puddles they have seen and explain that you are going to paint some puddles together. 
Explain that the sheet of green paper is the grass and you are going to paint a blue puddle on the grass. Do one as 
an example, commenting on how you make the uneven, rounded shape first and then fill it in. Ask your child to 
paint some more puddles on the grass. 

If your child is a Peppa Pig fan, 
you could get them to add 
some brown afterwards, to 

make their puddles ‘muddy’!
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